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With the release of �rmware version v1.1.4 for IgniteNet's

MetroLinq™ platform, we are pleased to announce the introduction

of a new and improved web GUI based Aiming Mode along with

support for our new Linq Assist™ app for iOS and Android mobile

devices. This new Aiming Mode provides faster initialization, more

precise results, improved responsiveness, and a more intuitive

operational process than previous implementations. This, in

conjunction with the ease of use of the Linq Assist app, will greatly

improve your link alignment and installation experience.  

 

Aiming Mode - PTP

When you �rst update from an older �rmware version to v1.1.4, you

will �nd that on the 60Ghz Point-to-Point Auto operation mode has

been replaced with two options, Point-to-Point Master and Point-to-

Point Client as seen below. 
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When you update from an older version which began in Point-to-

Point Auto mode, each radio will then default to Point-to-Point

Master. Don’t worry! The Point-to-Point mode does not matter for link

operation, and having both sides on this same mode will not cause

link problems. It only matters when using the Aiming Mode. For

Aiming Mode to operate normally, one side has to be the Master, and

the other side has to be the Client. The Client side is the side that

starts the internal Aiming Mode process, and while the Master side

will display the relevant signal information when the Aiming Mode is

started on that side, the Client side is what drives the operation.  
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Before beginning alignment, con�gure the radios and make sure the

channels on both sides are the same, the SSIDs are the same, leave

encryption o� for now, set the date rate to MCS1, and ensure the ACK

settings are set for the appropriate distance.  

To use the Aiming Mode, set one side to Point-to-Point Client and the

other side to Point-to-Point Master. On the Client side, click on the

Open Aiming Tool button as shown below. 

 

 

 

Once the Aiming Mode page pops up, press Start and it will start

scanning for Master units as shown below.  
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NOTE: Once you start the Aiming Mode from the Client side, the link

will drop (if previous associated) and you won’t be able to reach the

other side via the link. If you are aiming one side at a time, you can

set the timer on the Client side (while adjusting Master Side) to run

for X minutes at a time. This will allow for the link to re-establish to

you can reach the other side again once the timer expires. 

 

 

 

Once the Client sees a Master unit, it will display the MAC of the

Master, the Local and Remote RSSI and SNR values, and a signal bar

that shows the current signal strength and the highest level seen as
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seen below. 

 

 

NOTE: The MAC shown is the MAC address of the 60Ghz interface of

the other side, and not its main system MAC. You can �nd the 60Ghz

MAC address of a device in question by looking at the Wireless Status

section of the Dashboard as seen below. We suggest noting all MAC’s

used for a link during initial updating and con�guration to keep in

your records. If the Client sees two Master units in the scan, both will
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be displayed with corresponding MAC addresses and signal bars. 

 

 

 

When logged into the GUI on the Master, you can also see this

alignment information. Please note again that the Aiming Mode on

the Master will not display any information until the Aiming Mode on

the Client unit has been started. It looks quite similar to the Client

info, but this time showing the MAC of the Client radio as seen below. 
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When the Aiming Mode is operational, begin making your alignment

adjustments. Be sure to make small adjustments, and mark or

remember the positioning when you �rst start to see link numbers

reported so you can always return to that point if you lose alignment. 

 

Aiming Mode - PTMP
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The Aiming Mode usage in PTMP modes is quite similar to PTP

modes. The PTMP Client is identical to the PTP Client. The PTMP

Master is slightly di�erent however, in that instead of displaying a

signal bar for a single Client, it can show multiple Aiming Peers at one

time as seen below. This is done so that you can monitor multiple

Client devices being aimed at the Master from the Master side at

once. The signal bars are not used because of a slightly di�erent

internal operational topology with regards to how the Aiming Peers

reporting mechanism operates, and also because you normally aren’t

making adjustments on the Master (typically one of the sector

antenna units) for a single client.  
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Linq Assist

The new Linq Assist™ app puts the power of this new Aiming Mode in

the palm of your hand. Available for iOS and Android operating

systems, Linq Assist allows you to use your mobile device to quickly

and easily see alignment information while directly making alignment

adjustments without handling a bulky laptop or relaying signal levels

back and forth from someone on the ground. Utilizing a bluetooth

USB dongle that you insert into the MetroLinq radio you’d like to aim,

Linq Assist is able to communicate with the MetroLinq radio itself to

poll and display local and remote signals in real time.  

To use Linq Assist, open the app and look for the 60Ghz interface

MAC address of the MetroLinq device into which you’ve installed the

bluetooth USB dongle. You can see this in the picture below, where

the bluetooth USB dongle is installed into the PTP-Client radio from

before which has a 60Ghz MAC of 28:76:10:06:F6:17. 

 

 

Click on the desired radio and the connection will establish and the

app will display alignment info from the radio. Please note that

http://www.ignitenet.com/products/metrolinq/
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Aiming Mode on the unit/link in question must be enabled in the GUI

before it will report data to the app.  If Aiming Mode is not enabled,

or if it is enabled and there are no signals seen because of the

alignment, you will see the screen below.  

 

 

Slowly begin making alignment adjustments, and once the local end

sees signal info from the other side then it will display on the app as

seen below. 
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The app will display the local signal, remote signal, and a combined

signal strength. It will also sound an audio tone (the faster the tone

interval, the stronger the signal) which can be muted if desired from

the volume button on the top right hand corner. Once alignment is

�nished, leave the app, turn o� Aiming Mode in the GUI, and your link

will establish and you can pass data across it.  

Below are a few additional notes about using Linq Assist:
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The bluetooth USB dongle used is a standard bluetooth 4.0 USB

dongle you can purchase from a number of sources. Most units

tested from common sources such as this one from Amazon have

worked well. We will also make known compatible dongles

available through the distribution chain. The USB port on the

MetroLinq unit is to the right of the ETH0/POE port.

As pointed out above, Aiming Mode from the GUI must be

launched before the app will report any data. However once

launched, it doesn’t need further interaction until you are done

aligning. So you can start it from the ground or other remote

location as long as you have GUI access.  

As the app and Aiming Mode both reference the 60Ghz radio MAC

address, be sure to take note of the MAC’s in use during initial

con�guration so you have it on hand when aligning.  

The app will display signal info from radios in either of the 4

modes: PTP-Client, PTP-Master, PTMP-Client, or PTMP-Master. The

only main di�erence is that when using it with a PTMP-Master, the

app will only show a single Aiming Peer that has the strongest

current signal (whereas the GUI will show all Aiming Peers). This

isn’t usually a problem as you typically aren’t making aiming

adjustments on a Master that is serving multiple clients. This is

mainly pointed out here for reference purposes.  

If you are using the app on a Client that sees multiple Masters on

the same channel, the GUI will display all Masters but the app will

only display a single Master that has the strongest signal.

Chad Dewey
Read more posts by this author.
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